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State of the Environment 2020 Report



‘The task of the Agency shall be 

[…] to publish a report on the 

state of, trends in, and prospects 

for the environment every five 

years supplemented by indicator 

reports focusing upon specific 

issues.’ 

Article 2(h)

Mandate for SOER in the EEA Regulation



• Policies have delivered substantial benefits for the 

environment, economy and people’s well-being, yet 

major challenges remain.

• Europe faces persistent and emerging challenges 

linked to production and consumption systems, and 

the rapidly changing global context. 

• Achieving the 2050 vision requires system transitions, 

driven by more ambitious actions on policy, 

knowledge, investments and innovation.

• Doing so presents major opportunities to boost 

Europe’s economy and employment and put Europe at 

the frontier of science and innovation.©
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Key messages from SOER 2015



Long term objectives are increasingly embedded in EU 
policies

Long term objectives…

Natural capital
Resource 

efficiency, low-

carbon economy

Health & wellbeing

(2013)



Long term objectives are increasingly embedded in EU 
policies

Source: EEA Multi-Annual Work Programme 2014 to 2018

… are increasingly embedded in EU policies

Sustainability

Time
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Approach SOER2020 – environmental themes (1)

• Biodiversity and nature

• Freshwater

• Land and soil

• Marine

• Climate change 

• Air pollution

• Noise

• Waste and resources

• Chemicals pollution

• Industrial pollution

Integrated thematic assessments
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Approach SOER2020 – sectors, cross-cutting (2)

• Forestry 

• Agriculture

• Energy

• Transport

• Industry

• Fisheries and 

aquaculture

Sectoral assessments

Urban



Approach SOER2020 – Systems

Air pollution and 

GHG emissions



Source: Tesla

Urban mobility!



SOER2020 – structure



SOER2020 – Thematic assessments (e.g. air pollution) 

• Key messages, visualisation and explanatory textThematic summary assessment

• Why is it important?Scope of the theme

• Description of policy strategies, objectives, targetsPolicy context

• Driving forces, pressures, state and impacts - trends and outlooks

• At least one country comparison – quantitative + enriched with 

qualitative information incl. selected case studies

Key trends in Europe and

European countries

• Progress to targets analysis

• Effectiveness of policies, policy coherence and policy relevance

• Prospects for meeting targets and longer-term sustainability objectives

• Links to other policy areas

Responses and prospects



SOER 2020 planning: timeline and milestones

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

EEA stakeholder consultation 

on IA

Early autumn: publish IA

Dissemination of IA report

Stakeholder interactions 

process: MS, EU, global….

Draft the Synthesis

ROADMAP & 

INFORMATION 

MAPPING

METHODOLOGIES, 

LEARNING & 

PARTNERSHIPS

ASSESSMENT IN 

PARTNERSHIP

PUBLICATION 

SYNTHESIS

Agree SOER 2020  Project 

plan

Map knowledge 

development for 2017–

2019

Scope analytical methods 

and EEA-Eionet learning 

needs

Develop prototype 

Develop implementation 

plan 

Identify knowledge needs, 

develop building blocks

Establish partnerships and 

networking

Implement learning and 

capacity-building with 

Eionet

Develop Communication 

and Production Plan

Continued work on building 

blocks, partnerships, 

networking

Draft integrated assessment 

(IA) internal review

Annotated outline for the 

Synthesis

Plans for stakeholder 

interactions activity in 

autumn 2019

EEA stakeholder consultation 

on draft Synthesis

Translation of the Synthesis

Early autumn: publish 

Synthesis in all languages

2020–2021: Events and 

outreach

Produce  IA Produce SynthesisDefinition, organisation and preparation

PUBLICATION 

ASSESSMENT &

STAKEHOLDERS

Outreach

EU Presidency

Romania-Finland

EU Presidency

Croatia-

Germany

7 EAP and other EU Policy processes end- possible 8th EAP

EIR package …

SOER2020 - Timeline
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EIONET- European Topic Centres



European Topic Centres – review process 

• A ‘topic review’ identified areas where new/changed 

support is required as a result of changes in EEA 

priorities, EU legislation etc.

• New ETCs are currently planned to be contracted for 2 

years plus 1 year extension, i.e. for 2019 - 2021.

• EEA launched a call for proposals in January 2018, with 

deadline of 30/04/2018.

• EEA has received proposals and an ‘opening’ committee 

is being established (May 2018).

• Management Board decision on new ETCs in June.



Call for new European Topic Centres 2019 - 2021

• European Topic Centre on Air 

Pollution, Transport, Noise and 

Industrial Pollution - ETC/ATNI

• European Topic Centre on Climate 

Change Mitigation and Energy -

ETC/CME
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Some key publications in 2017 and 2018



Air Quality in Europe 2017 report and NECD briefing



✓ Gaining a better 

understanding of what 

cities need in order to 

better implement EU air 

quality legislation.



LRTAP and TERM reports

Incremental measures such as 

improving fuel efficiency to cut 

emissions will not be enough for the 

aviation and shipping sectors to meet 

European greenhouse gas emissions 

and sustainability targets.



Briefings on CO2 emissions from cars



Several viewers … and country factsheets



Thank you!

eea.europa.eu/air

anke.luekewille@eea.europa.eu


